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Chhajed Steel & Alloys are aggressively venturing into exporting of our products to various 

countries. Steel Stud Bolts is a piece of the strung bar that is intended to be for all time 

appended to one section by the method for connecting one more part related to a nut. It tends 

to be welded, swaged, or attached to go along with it and can accordingly, have a little head to 

permit this. SS 316 Stud Bolt is utilized in high pressing factor blasting circumstances for the 

pipeline, penetrating, oil/petrochemical refining, and general industry for fixing and spine 

associations all string. 
 

316 Stainless Steel Stud Bolts contains molybdenum that gives it further developed erosion 

obstruction. This is particularly obvious for pitting and hole consumption in chloride conditions. 

316 SS Fully Threaded Studs is a clasp with strings running their whole length for the full 

commitment of nuts or other female-strung parts. It gives high grasp strength and equally 

dispersed strain when mounting and getting parts. It is broadly utilized in an application that 

needs predominant consumption opposition and gives more noteworthy strength and 

hardness. 
 

Commotion 2510/ISO 13918 SS Stud Bolt is predominantly utilized in circumstances where 
incomplete voltage is applied and where solidness of screw associations must be broadly gotten 
under various mechanical and warm pressure conditions. ASTM A193 B8M Fully Threaded Stud 
have no head and are strung along their whole length, and it has higher rigidity. 
 

It is normally attached with two nuts and utilized with a thing that ought to be gathered and 

camouflaged rapidly. Hardened Steel 316 Threaded Stud Bolt is likewise called a tap-end stud. 

It has a nut at each end. It is a high grade to a particular and the nuts are bigger than a regular 

full nut. It is principally used to bolt together line ribs in the synthetic, oil, and gas enterprises 

where strength, substance opposition, exact and exact situating are required. 
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